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Revisited Doniach diagram: Influence of short-range antiferromagnetic correlations
in the Kondo lattice
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The Kondo lattice model including nearest-neighbor magnetic exchange interactions is studied here in a
mean-field approximation describing both the Kondo state and the intersite magnetic correlations. In the case
of antiferromagnetic correlations, our model yields a decrease of the Kondo temperature compared to the
one-impurity value, giving, therefore, a ‘‘revisited’’ version of the Doniach diagram with a rather flat Kondo
temperature in the nonmagnetic case, as observed in several cerium compounds. Our model shows also that
short-range magnetic correlations can appear at a temperature clearly larger than the Kondo temperature, as
observed in compounds such as CeCu6 or CeRu2Si2. @S0163-1829~97!04642-0#
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that the one-impurity Kondo effect i
described by the perturbation theory at higher temperat
than the Kondo temperature and is characterized by a he
fermion behavior at low temperatures.1 On the other hand, in
Kondo compounds, there exists a strong competition
tween the Kondo effect, which tends to demagnetize the
tem, and magnetism which tends to yield a magnetic ord
ing at low temperatures.2,3 It results that some cerium Kond
compounds are nonmagnetic and are characterized b
heavy-fermion ~or ‘‘Fermi-liquid’’ ! behavior at very low
temperatures, while the other ones order magnetically, g
erally in antiferromagnetic order, and have a smaller hea
fermion character. Among the first class, compounds suc
CeAl3, CeCu6, and CeCu2Si2 have enormous values of th
magnetic susceptibility and electronic specific-heat const
typically larger than 1 J/mole K2 and present aT2 behavior
for the magnetic resistivity at very low temperatures. In t
second class, compounds such as CeAl2, CeB6, CeAg, or
CeRh2Si2 order magnetically, most of them in the antiferr
magnetic order and only a few in the ferromagnetic ord
and present a smaller, although still large, heavy-ferm
behavior characterized by values ofg typically of order 100
mJ/mole K2.

The competition between the Kondo effect and t
Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida~RKKY ! interaction has
been previously described by the well known ‘‘Donia
diagram,’’4 which will be presented in the next section. W
will show that the predicted behavior of the Ne´el temperature
TN is well followed experimentally in several cerium Kond
compounds, while the deduced Kondo temperature has a
havior clearly different from that of the one impurity valu
The purpose of the present paper is, therefore, to prese
‘‘revisited’’ version of the Doniach diagram. In Sec. III, w
560163-1829/97/56~18!/11820~7!/$10.00
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describe the model including short-range antiferromagn
correlations in the Kondo lattice for the nonmagnetic ca
and finally, in Sec. IV, we apply our theoretical results
cerium Kondo compounds and in particular to the press
dependence of their Kondo temperature.

II. STATE OF THE PROBLEM:
THE EXPERIMENTAL SITUATION

Since the purpose of the present paper is to re-examin
detail the Doniach diagram shown in Fig. 1, we will fir
study its present status. Let us callTK0 the Kondo tempera-
ture for a single impurity andTN0 the Néel ~or Curie in a few
cases! temperature, as if there were no Kondo effect. For
exchange HamiltonianH52JKsWc•SW , TK0 is proportional to
exp(21/uJKru) andTN0 to uJKru2, wherer is here the den-

FIG. 1. Doniach diagram: Plot of the Ne´el and Kondo tempera-
tures as a function ofuJKru, as explained in text.
11 820 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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sity of states for the conduction band at the Fermi ener
Thus, for smalluJKru values,TN0 is larger thanTK0 and the
system tends to order magnetically, frequently with a red
tion of the magnetic moment due to the Kondo effect;5 on the
contrary, for largeuJKru, TK0 is larger thanTN0 and the
system tends to become nonmagnetic and does not o
magnetically. The real ordering temperatureTN , therefore,
increases initially with increasinguJKru, then passes throug
a maximum and tends to zero at a critical valueuJKruc cor-
responding to pointI of Fig. 1.

Such a behavior ofTN has been experimentally ob
served with increasing pressure in several cerium Ko
compounds, namely CeAl2,6,7 CeAg,8 CePd2Al 3,9

CePtGa,10 CeIn3,11 CePd2Si2,12 CeAu2Si2,13 CeCu2,13 and
CeRh2Si2.14 A maximum has been observed in some
them, such as CeAg~Ref. 8! or CePd2Al 3,9 but in all these
compounds, the Ne´el temperature decreases finally and ten
to zero at high pressures, as shown in Fig. 2. A similar va
tion of TN has also been observed in Ce~RuxRh12x) 2Si2,15

CeSix ,16 or CeNixPt12x ,17 with a variation of the relative
concentrationx. We will discuss in detail the first cas
later on, but the two other cases, namely CeSix ~Ref. 16! or
CeNixPt12x ,17 are not really relevant for our present stu
since the experimentally observed transition to nonm
netism corresponds probably here to a change of valen18

This type of transition to an intermediate valence has b
also observed in alloys such as Ce~CuxPd12x) 2Si2 ~Ref. 19!
or CeMx Pd12x ~with M5 Ni or Rh!.20,21

In conclusion, the variation of the Ne´el temperature which
is predicted by the Doniach diagram is well followed
many cerium Kondo compounds. However, the preced
description appears to be too much simplified for the r
Kondo temperatureTK which is experimentally observed i
such cerium compounds. In fact, compounds with la
uJKru values have clearly much largerg values than those

FIG. 2. Experimental curves of the pressure dependence o
Néel temperature for some cerium compounds. The full lines c
respond to the left scale for the Ne´el temperature, while the dotte
line of the CeRh2Si2 compound corresponds to the right scale.
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which have uJKru values smaller than the critical valu
uJKruc , as previously observed.2 From the proportionality
relationship betweeng and 1/TK , we could deduce that the
correspondingTK values for the compounds with largeuJKru
values must be much smaller than theTK values for com-
pounds with small uJKru values. For example, a pre
vious analysis of the magnetic resistivity curves for bo
CeAl3 and CeAl2 compounds which are on the two sides
the magnetic–nonmagnetic transition, has given a value
1.43 for the ratio of the correspondinguJKru values;22 if then
one takes simply the exponential dependence of the Ko
temperature according to the Doniach diagram, this wo
lead to a rapid increase ofTK from CeAl2 to CeAl3, while
the estimation ofTK from the specific-heat results woul
give a TK roughly smaller by a factor 10, for CeAl3, than
that for CeAl2.

Recent measurements14 of the resistivity and specific hea
under high pressure up to 17 kbar at low temperatures h
been performed in a CeRh2Si2 compound. At normal pres
sure, it orders antiferromagnetically with a relatively lar
value of the Ne´el temperatureTN535 K and a relatively
small value of the electronic specific-heat constantg 522.8
mJ/mole K2. The Néel temperature decreases rapidly wi
pressure and disappears at 9 kbar. On the other hand
electronic specific-heat constant increases rapidly and g
through a broad maximum around 14 kbar at a value ofg5
80 mJ/mole K2, which is much larger than the normal pre
sure value. Thus, if we apply the proportionality relationsh
betweeng and 1/TK , we obtain a clear decrease ofTK , by a
factor of roughly 3, in the pressure range where the co
pound changes from antiferromagnetic to nonmagnetic
then a slow increase ofTK above 14 kbar. In fact, we mus
be careful in analyzing the variation ofTK under pressure
because the proportionality relationship betweeng and
1/TK is valid only in the nonmagnetic case. But, above
kbar, the value ofTK deduced fromg is first decreasing and
then increasing smoothly, yielding a rather smooth variat
of TK above 9 kbar. On the other hand, resistiv
measurements14 reveal aT3 behavior at ambient and 7.3 kba
pressure, but once antiferromagnetic order is suppresse
Fermi-liquid T2 dependence develops with a slopeA that
decreases slowly. TakingA proportional to 1/TK

2 , we obtain
a very smooth increase ofTK by a factor 1.3 between 12.
and 17 kbar. Thus, there is, in CeRh2Si2 compound, an al-
most flat behavior ofTK and it is clear that there is no ex
ponential increase with pressure, as expected for the o
impurity value TK0 for the Kondo temperature.

Going back now to the case of Ce~Ru12xRhx) 2Si2 ~Ref.
15! alloys, it is well established that one goes from a no
magnetic case forx50 to a magnetically ordered case wi
increasing x and the transition itself occurs at rough
x50.07. Recent studies23 of these alloys have shown that th
experimentally deduced Kondo temperatureTK remains
roughly constant and of order 20 K when the relative co
centrationx is varying fromx50 to x50.2, in the concen-
tration range where the Ne´el temperature disappears; let u
finally notice that cerium does not undergo any valen
change in this concentration range, so that our present s
will be applicable.

Thus, we will discuss in the following section a possib
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explanation for such a smaller value ofTK compared to the
value that could be deduced from the Doniach diagram fo
given value ofuJKru , by introducing short-range magnet
correlations in the Kondo lattice.24 Our calculation is per-
formed in the ‘‘nonmagnetic regime,’’ where the proportio
ality relationship betweeng and 1/TK is surely well fol-
lowed.

Moreover, the occurrence of short-range magnetic co
lations has been experimentally observed by neutr
diffraction experiments at low temperatures in CeCu6,25

CeInCu2,26 CeRu2Si2,15,25,27or Ce12xLaxRu2Si2 ~Refs. 15
and 27–29! alloys. It has been found that incommensura
and antiferromagnetic correlations develop at low tempe
tures belowTcor.60270 K in CeRu2Si2 or Tcor.10 K in
CeCu6, which are clearly larger than the Kondo temperatu
TK.14223 K ~in CeRu2Si2) or TK.5 K ~in CeCu6), for
these two compounds which do not order magnetically
low temperatures. As we will see later on, one extra resul
our calculation would be to compute the correlation tempe
ture Tcor in addition to the lattice Kondo temperatureTK in
the nonmagnetic domain.

III. THE THEORETICAL MODEL

We consider the following Hamiltonian to describe t
Kondo lattice with short-range magnetic correlations:

H5E0(
is

nis
f 1(

ks
«knks

c 2JK(
i

sW i
cSW i

f2JH(
i ,d

SW i
fSW i 1d

f ,

~1!

wherenis
f 5 f is* f is , nks

c 5cks* cks , SW i
f , andsW i

c are, respec-
tively, the number off electrons on sitei and spins, the
number of conduction electronsc for a wave vectorkW and
spin s, the spin for f electrons on sitei , and that forc
electrons. In Eq.~1!, we take a zero widthf band, a conduc-
tion band with a width 2W and a constant density of state
The third term is thes-f exchange term andJK (,0) is the
Kondo coupling. Here, we add to the regular Kondo latt
the last term of Eq.~1! which describes an Heisenberg inte
action between neighboringf magnetic moments; in the las
term of Eq.~1!, i 1d designs the nearest neighbors of atomi .
We take here eitherJH.0 for a ferromagnetic coupling o
JH,0 for an antiferromagnetic one, but in fact we w
mostly be interested by the caseJH,0. Also, we take here
first JK andJH independent from each other, although in fa
it is not the case, sinceJH is proportional toruJKu2 in the
classical RKKY interaction, wherer is the density of states
for the conduction band; finally in the last section, we w
assume a relationship betweenJH andJK in order to derive a
‘‘revisited’’ version of the Doniach diagram.

We treat here the Hamiltonian~1! in a ‘‘mean-field’’ ap-
proximation similar to that used by Coleman and Andre30

This approximation allows us to find simultaneously t
Kondo effect31 and the antiferromagnetic correlations in
method analogous to that of the resonating valence b
~RVB! introduced by Anderson.32 Thus, we introduce the
two following mean values for the nonmagnetic sta
namely,

l is5^cis* f is&5^ f is* cis&, ~2!
a

e-
-

e
a-

e

t
f
-

e

t

d

,

which describes the Kondo formation of the singlet st
between thef and conduction electrons, and

G i ,i 1d5^ f is* f i 1d,s&5^ f i 1d,s* f is&, ~3!

which describes the magnetic correlations between nea
neighbors, as in the RVB approach.

The Hamiltonian ~1! can, therefore, be written in th
mean-field approximation:

H5E0(
is

nis
f 1(

ks
«kcks* cks2JK(

is
l i~cis* f is1 f is* cis!

1JH (
i ,d,s

~G i ,i 1d f i 1d,s* f is1G i 1d,i f is* f i 1d,s!

22JK(
i

l i
22JH(

i ,d
G i ,i 1dG i 1d,i . ~4!

We consider here only spin independent and transla
invariant solutions for which we havel i ,s5l and
G i ,i 1d,s5G. Then, we describe the conduction band in t
tight-binding approximation and write

«k5
W

z (
R

cosk•R, ~5!

wherez is the number of neighbors of a given atom. Thu
the Heisenberg term of the Hamiltonian~4! can be written as

JHG(
k,R

cosk•R fk,s* f k,s5
zJHG

W (
k

«kf k,s* f f ,s . ~6!

This means that the magnetic interactionJH leads to a
finite bandwidth for thef states, while the Kondo interactio
JK produces a hybridization between the conduction band
width 2W and thef band of effective width 2BW, with B
given by

B5
zJHG

W
. ~7!

The Hamiltonian~4! is easily diagonalized and the resu
ing eigenvalues are given by

E6~k!5
1

2
@«k~11B!1E0#6A@«k~12B!2E0#214Jk

2l2.

~8!

The positionE0 of the startingf energy and the Ferm
energyEF have to be determined self-consistently in order
obtain

K (
s

f is* f isL 51,

K (
s

cis* cisL 5n. ~9!

Thus, within this special mean-field approach, we have
deal with two hybridized bands of energiesE6(k) given by
Eq. ~8! and, using the two conditions~9!, we have to deter-
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mine the two quantitiesl andG as a function of temperature
Then, whenl becomes equal to zero, the correlation fun
tion ^sW i

cSW i
f& becomes also zero in our mean-field approxim

tion; the temperature at whichl becomes equal to zero co
responds, therefore, to the real Kondo temperature,TK .
Similarly, the temperatureTcor at whichG becomes zero cor
responds well to the temperature at which short-range m
netic correlationŝSW i

fSW i 11
f & disappear.

Finally, the mean-field parametersl and G are obtained
by minimizing the total energy

E52(
kW

@E1~kW ! f „E1~kW !…1E2~kW ! f „E2~kW !…#2zJHG2

22JKl2, ~10!

where the summation is made over all thekW states andf (E)
is the Fermi-Dirac function.

IV. THE THEORETICAL RESULTS
FOR THE SYMMETRIC CASE AND THE COMPARISON

WITH EXPERIMENTS

We will now present the results obtained for the cons
ered nonmagnetic case, so that we cannot deduce the v
tion of the Néel temperature here, but just the temperat
Tcor, related to the short-range magnetic correlations. Mo
over, we restrict ourselves to the case of a half-filled cond
tion band (n51) whereE0 and the Fermi energyEF are
consequently equal to each other; we set hereE05EF50.
The situation is symmetric with respect toE050. The total
resulting density of states presents a gap around the
energy; it is very large and mostly off character on the two
sides of the gap. Then, the total density of states decre
rapidly when one goes further from the zero value and fina
reaches the constant value assumed for the conduction b

Thus, we will present here successively some analyt
results which have been obtained atT50,24 and then the
calculations performed at finite temperatures.33 Finally, we
will present theJK dependence ofTK andTcor when a real-
istic relationship betweenJK andJH is taken into account.

At T50, analytical calculations can be performed and
results depend on the relative values ofl andG. Three dif-
ferent cases should be considered and the shape of the
hybridized bands strongly depends on the parameters, as
viously explained in Ref. 24. We will discuss here only t
case of small values ofJH/JK and more precisely the expre
sions given below are valid whenuJHGu is smaller than
JK

2 l2/W. Thus, we have firstly obtained forl

l'S W~12B!

JK
DexpS W~12B!

JK
D , ~11!

and we have also computed, in the same limit,G and the
energyE of this solution

G'
1

4
1

JKl2

W~12B!
, ~12!

E52
W

2
2

JK
2 l2

W~12B!2
1

zJH

4 S 1

4
1

JK
2 l2

W2~12B!2D . ~13!
-
-
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Thus, the simple analytical results obtained atT50 allow
us to have first simple conclusions. According to Eq.~11!, l
has the same dependence as in earlier calculations wit
correlations,31 but the bandwidth is renormalized by the co
relations:Weff5W(12B). SinceG remains positive for rea-
sonably smallJK /W values,Weff can be larger or smalle
than W and consequentlyl can be decreased or increas
depending on whetherJH is negative or positive. Moreover
from the calculation of the energy~13! at T50, we have
found that the nonmagnetic phase is stabilized, i.e., that
Kondo state is more stable than the state without Kon
effect (l50), whenJH,0.

Thus, if the exchange Heisenberg interaction is antifer
magnetic (JH,0), l and consequently the real Kondo tem
peratureTK , as it will be explained later on, are reduced a
the nonmagnetic Kondo state is stabilized by the antifer
magnetic short-range correlations. On the other hand, ifJH is
positive, the correlations increasel according to Eq.~11!
and make the nonmagnetic phase less stable according t
~13!. In fact, the problem of ferromagnetic short-range c
relations is more delicate, since the nonmagnetic phase is
the most stable one forJH.0. In the following, we will
discuss only the case of short-range antiferromagnetic co
lations (JH,0) which decreasel and stabilize the nonmag
netic phase. However, the preceding theoretical results
account for the experimental fact that the heavy-fermion
havior is much more often observed in nearly antiferrom
netic systems than in nearly ferromagnetic ones.

Then, we have performed calculations at finite tempe
tures only in the case of antiferromagnetic correlatio
(JH,0), for the nonmagnetic solution and the half-fille
conduction bandE05EF50. The mean-field parametersl
and G are obtained by the minimization of the total ener
given by Eq.~10!. We have derived thel andG curves as a
function of temperature for differentJH and JK values and
the results depend essentially on the ratioJK /JH rather than
on the individual values ofJK and JH . Both thel and G
versus T curves start from a nonzero value, increase first
through a maximum and decrease down to zero at a temp
ture corresponding to, respectively,TK and Tcor in the
present mean-field approximation, as previously explain
Let us finally make a short remark on the definition ofTK in
our mean-field approximation: in the one-impurity cas
there are different forms for the prefactor before the ex
nential, depending on the used approximation or also ev
tually for example on the crystalline field splittings, but mo
of the JK dependence arises from the exponential its
However, in the lattice case, there are not many availa
calculations and in our case, the prefactor does not dep
on JK ; further work would be certainly very interesting t
improve this description.

Figure 3 shows a typical plot of the two temperaturesTK
andTcor versusJH for a given large valueJK /W521. The
Kondo temperatureTK , which is obviously equal to the one
impurity Kondo temperatureTK0 for JH50, remains con-
stant for smallJH values; after a very weak maximum,TK
decreases slowly, indicating that the short-range antife
magnetic correlations tend to decreaseTK . The temperature
Tcor remains equal toTK up to theJH value of the maximum
of TK and thenTcor increases linearly withJH according to
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the very simple lawTcor5JH , predicted in the region wher
l50 with a number of neighborsz56. Thus, it is remark-
able to notice that there are essentially two regions:Tcor5TK
for small uJHu values compared touJKu and Tcor.TK when
the effect of antiferromagnetic correlations overcomes
Kondo effect. A similar effect had been obtained in t
Monte Carlo study of the two-impurity Kondo
Hamiltonian.34

But JK andJH cannot be considered as independent fr
each other and it is necessary to take into account the
tionship between them to obtain the real dependence of
Kondo temperatureTK versusuJKu. The exchanges-f Hamil-
tonian itself yields both the RKKY interaction with an inte
action going asuJKu2 and the Kondo effect, but we canno
derive together these two effects with only thes-f Hamil-
tonian and that is the reason for introducing both thes-f
exchange and Heisenberg terms in the Hamiltonian~1!.
Since thef -f interaction termJH comes mostly from the
indirect RKKY interaction, we take in the following:

JH52auJKu2 ~14!

with a positivea value for the antiferromagnetic correla
tions.

Figures 4 and 5 give plots of the Kondo temperatureTK
and the correlation temperatureTcor as a function ofJK for a
small valuea50.25 and a large valuea52 of thea param-
eter. We have plotted for comparison the nonperturbed~ob-
tained forJH50) Kondo temperatureTk0.

For the small valuea50.25, the three temperature
TK , TK0 , and Tcor are equal to each other, since thef - f
correlations have almost no real effect. On the other ha
for a52, we see that the real Kondo temperatureTK is first
increasing withuJKu and almost equal toTK0 , goes through a
maximum, and decreases for largeuJKu values. On the othe
hand, the correlation temperatureTcor is much larger thanTK
and increases rapidly withuJKu. Thus, for a largea value,
both TK andTcor depart strongly from theTK0 curve.

Thus, according to Fig. 5, strong antiferromagnetic sho
range correlations decrease drastically the Kondo temp
ture with respect to that defined for one impurity and yie
roughly constant values ofTK versusuJKu. Since pressure
makesuJKu increase, the preceding theoretical result accou

FIG. 3. Plot of the Kondo temperatureTK ~full line! and the
correlation temperatureTcor ~dashed line! versusJH , for JK521.
e

la-
he

d,

t-
ra-

ts

for the experimentally observed rather constant values ofTK
observed in CeRh2Si2 ~Ref. 14! compound under pressur
when there is no longer any antiferromagnetic order. T
similar behavior observed in Ce~Ru12xRhx) 2Si2 ~Ref. 15!
alloys can also be accounted for by the present model.
sistivity measurements under pressure in CeAu2Si2 ~Ref.
13! compound seem to yield also a similar behavior.

On the other hand, Fig. 3 gives a clear explanation of
occurrence of short-range antiferromagneticlike correlati
in CeRu2Si2 or CeCu6 compounds at a temperature clear
larger thanTK . These compounds correspond to quite lar
JH values, while other compounds corresponding to sma
JH values would have equalTK andTcor values.

Thus, Fig. 5 provides, therefore, a ‘‘revisited’’ version
the Doniach diagram, but only for the nonmagnetic reg
above the instability pointI where the Ne´el temperatureTN
disappears: The real Kondo temperatureTK as defined for
the lattice departs strongly from the one-impurity value a
remains roughly constant withuJKu and moreover, we can
add in this diagram a temperatureTcor corresponding to the

FIG. 4. Plot of the one-impurity Kondo temperatureTk0

~dashed-dotted line!, the real Kondo temperatureTK ~full line!, and
the correlation temperatureTcor ~dashed line! as a function ofJK

using formula~14! with a50.25.

FIG. 5. Plot of the one-impurity Kondo temperatureTk0

~dashed-dotted line!, the real Kondo temperatureTK ~full line!, and
the correlation temperatureTcor ~dashed line! as a function ofJK

using formula~14! with a52.
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appearance of short-range correlations. These two defi
temperatures can be observed experimentally in cerium c
pounds. Indeed, a full calculation describing completely
JK dependence of bothTK and TN would be necessary to
have a complete description of the Doniach diagram.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Thus, the three main conclusions of our model can
summarized as follows:

~i! We propose here a ‘‘revisited’’ version of the Doniac
diagram and we show that the real Kondo temperatureTK for
the lattice is roughly constant withuJKu or under pressure in
the nonmagnetic region above the instability pointI where
the Néel temperatureTN disappears. We can also understa
qualitatively why the electronic specific-heat constants
generally much larger for the nonmagnetic cerium co
pounds than for the magnetically ordered ones.

~ii ! We can account for the occurrence of antiferroma
neticlike short-range correlations in some cerium compou
such as CeCu6 at a temperatureTcor clearly larger thanTK .

~iii ! We can finally understand why the heavy-fermi
behavior is much more often observed in antiferromagn
~or nearly antiferromagnetic! systems than in ferromagnet
ones.

Our results can be related to the exhaustion problem
concentrated Kondo alloys or compounds.35 In fact, for a
very large Kondo coupling, the ground state is formed rat
more by singlets between localized electron spins than
Kondo compensated spins.36 It could result in a decrease o
the effective localized magnetic moment and then of
Kondo temperature itself.
s
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The present theoretical derivation has been perform
within a special mean-field approximation for the nonma
netic case. The results are consequently valid in principle
too close to the instability pointI of the Doniach diagram
and the present model implies a Fermi-liquid behavior. Ho
ever, a so-called ‘‘non-Fermi-liquid’’ behavior is often de
veloping close to theI point and the behavior of the Kond
lattice near the magnetic instability is extensively stud
from both theoretical and experimental points of view;
particular, a dense Kondo regime corresponding to a Fer
liquid behavior has also been obtained nearI in the nonmag-
netic regime at low temperatures with respect to the sing
ion Kondo temperature.37,38.

Experimental studies would be very interesting to perfo
in nearly antiferromagnetic systems, in order to observe
rather constant value ofTK in a given range ofuJKu in the
nonmagnetic domain. It would also be interesting to chec
the behavior ofTK is really different in nearly ferromagneti
systems than in nearly antiferromagnetic ones.

Finally, further theoretical work including the study of th
magnetic phase or the approach to magnetism from the n
magnetic side would be necessary to develop, in order to
a full description of the Doniach diagram with both th
Kondo and Ne´el temperatures.
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